AUTOMATIC BUILDING DETECTION AND VERIFICATION

Oblique Airborne Photogrammetry (2)

Multiple view oblique imagery of very high resolution is a rich source of semantic information about buildings and other objects on the Earth's surface. The efficient extraction of semantic information from such imagery requires automatic scene analysis for which new methods have to be developed. Here, the authors present new methods for automatic building detection and verification from oblique imagery.

(By Markus Gerke, The Netherlands, Jing Xiao, China and Adam Patrick Nyaruhuma, Tanzania)

The popularity of systematic collection of oblique airborne images will increase rapidly as it becomes easier for humans to recognise lateral parts of buildings and other elevated objects. When covered from different angles, a quasi-3D impression can be obtained. In research, automatic building detection and verification is mostly approached using Lidar point clouds, digital surface models (DSMs) or vertical airborne images. All these data sources have their own advantages and disadvantages. The use of height data helps to identify buildings and other objects which extend above the ground. However, confusion between objects is still possible, and good ground representation remains essential. Aerial vertical images are cheaper than Lidar data and are in many areas the only data source available. However, if only a 2D representation is available, the risk is that building roofs will remain undetected or will be interpreted wrongly. Overlapping oblique images enable height information to be derived through image matching, and this would ease the task. Oblique airborne images allow views of facades from multiple angles to be exploited and, compared to vertical images, such multiple views improve object identification. In addition, the point clouds created from dense image matching can be used.

Building Detection

Currently, facade information for building detection is exploited by using points or lines. If the points on facades obtained from dense image matching are projected onto the horizontal plane, they accumulate in a building outline. The point cloud can also be used to compute height gradients: assuming that buildings have vertical walls, the gradient must show up accordingly. One may also look for horizontal and vertical line features in the images as they give strong evidence of the presence of buildings (Figure 1). The use of a combination of points and lines leads to results which are largely correct because the redundancy allows the efficient removal of wrong detections. However, the detection of all relevant buildings is not warranted as completeness depends on the scene characteristics and image configuration. Particularly, facades may be occluded through vegetation and high-rise buildings, which impedes proper detection.

2D Building Map Verification

When the presence of buildings in a map needs to be verified, for instance as a pre-processing step for map updating, the
facades depicted in the oblique airborne images may be used directly as evidence of whether a building is still there or not. The method expands the 2D map information by exploiting height information, obtained from point clouds created by dense image matching of overlapping oblique images or other sources. The height information enables vertical plane patches to be defined which are assumed to represent walls. Straight lines and other features extracted from different oblique views can be projected onto these patches. Those features will coincide in the planar patch if the building is still there and mapped correctly (Figure 2). This approach works best if at least two oblique images depicting the facade are available. Our experiments show that the reliability is quite high, with 90% correct decisions.

Scene Analysis

Many applications require not only the detection of buildings but also of roads, trees, natural grounds and other objects. In remote sensing these are detected through supervised or unsupervised classification in which each pixel or cluster of adjacent pixels receives a semantic label based on spectral characteristics, texture or other features. In order to exploit the full information content of oblique images, such a procedure should be done per individual image. This is because images of the same scene taken from different viewing directions cannot be jointly analysed due to the significant relief displacement of elevated objects.

An alternative is to assign semantic labels to voxels (volume elements: these are cubes, i.e. the extension of a raster into the third dimension). Similar classification techniques as for raster images can be conducted using colour or texture image features as well as features derived from the point cloud, such as normal direction of planar segments or height above the ground (Figure 3). The final result will be determined by not only the image resolution and overlap but also by the object definition, which is actually a key issue. For example, the definition of a facade as a vertical plane may be easily violated when balconies, bay windows and other building elements result in complex 3D structures rather than a plane. These elements have to be explicitly modelled, otherwise the analysis may produce incorrect results.

Concluding Remarks

To analyse oblique images, traditional terrestrial approaches – related to facade interpretation, for instance – need to be combined with geometric and topologic relations between the objects in the scene. Such advanced context modelling of large scenes should take into account the function and meaning of relations between facades and buildings on the one hand, and between buildings, roads, road furniture, etc. on the other.

Further reading
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Figure captions

Figure 1, Automatically detected horizontal and vertical lines(left) and a sketch of the height gradients computed from the dense point cloud.

Figure 2, Detected straight lines indicated in blue (top); some of them will intersect with the plane through the map building outline, others will not (bottom).
Figure 3. Grey-coded dense point cloud (left) and colour-coded (middle) and the result of automatic classification in five classes using voxels.